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1. Introduction 
In an earlier paper [6] we have given an introduction to the theory 
of uniformly distributed sequences of g-adic integers. In the present paper 
we study in particular the discrepancy of such sequences. We remind 
the reader that for a sequence (xn)::"~ 1 of real numbers Xn in [0, 1) the 
discrepancy d(N) is defined by 
d(N)=sup IA([£X,{3),N)-({3-£X)NI, (N=1, 2, ... ), 
where the supremum is taken over all subintervals [£X, {3) of [0, 1) and 
where A([£X, {3), N) denotes the number of elements of {x1, x2 , ••• , XN} con-
tained in [£X, {3). In the next section we start with a similar definition for 
the discrepancy (J(N) of a sequence of g-adic integers (definition 1). We 
show that the special sequence (1, 2, 3, ... ) considered as a sequence of 
g-adic integers, has a particular interest, since this sequence satisfies 
(J(N) = 1 for all N, whereas for any sequence (J(N) > 1 holds. In other words 
the discrepancy of this sequence is minimal. 
In section 3 we define a measure-preserving mapping rpg of the set of 
g-adic integers Zg onto the real interval [0, 1). The main result of this 
paper is a relation between the discrepancy (J(N) of an arbitrary sequence 
of g-adic integers (xn)::"~ 1 and the discrepancy d(N) of the corresponding 
sequence (rpg(xn))::"~ 1 of real numbers. This relation reads 
( 2(g-l) N ) (J(N)<d(N)<(J(N) 2 + log g log (J(N) . 
From this inequality we derive that a sequence (xn) in Zg is uniformly 
distributed in Zu if and only if the corresponding real sequence ((]lg(Xn)) 
is uniformly distributed in [0, l ). 
In section 4 we apply the relation to the sequence (1, 2, 3, ... ) in Zg. 
Since now (J(N) = l we obtain for the discrepancy d(N) of the real sequence 
((]Ju(n)) 
d(N)<2 + 2(g-l) log N. 
log g 
The sequence ( fJJu( n)) is called a "Van der Corput sequence" since for the 
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special case g = 2 our sequence is identical with one studied by Van der 
Corput [2]. These sequences have very regular distributions and might 
be interesting from the point of view of numerical analysis. 
Finally, in section 5, we give a generalization of this theory to r-
dimensional product-spaces of g-adic numbers. The corresponding Van 
der Corput sequences have earlier been studied by HALTON [4]. 
A discussion of the same theory which in some places is more detailed 
can also be found in the thesis of the author [5]. On the other hand, 
some of the results in this paper are stronger than the corresponding 
results in the thesis. 
In this paper g will always denote a fixed rational integer with g > 2. 
For the other basic definitions and notations of our theory we refer to 
(5] and [6]. 
2. Discrepancy 
Definition 1. Let (xn):=l be a sequence in Z 9 • We define the discrepancy 
b(N) of (xn):=l by 
b(N)=sup /A(Uk(d), N)-g-kN/, (N = 1, 2, ... ) 
where the supremum is taken over all neighbourhoods U k(d) with d E Z 9, 
k=1, 2, .... 
Remark 1. By [6], lemma 2 there exists for every positive integer k 
and every dEZ9 an integer j with O.;;:;j.;;:;gk-1, such that Uk(d)=Uk(j). 
This implies that in the definition of ?J(N) we may restrict ourselves to 
taking the supremum over d=O, 1, 2, ... , gk-1, k= 1, 2, 3, ... instead of 
over d EZ9 , k=1, 2, .... 
Lemma 1. For each sequence (xn):=l in Z 9 and each positive integer 
None has 
b(N) > l. 
Proof. Obviously one has for every pair of positive integers k and N 
and hence 
?J(N)> sup /A(Uk(x1 ),N)-g-kN/;;;;.l. 
k;;;>l 
In (6], theorem 2 we proved that the sequence (1, 2, 3, ... ) of positive 
integers, considered as a sequence in Z9 , is uniformly distributed in Z9 • 
In the next theorem we shall show that the discrepancy of this sequence 
even is extremely small. 
Theorem 1. Let (n):=l be the sequence of positive integers in Z9 • Then 
b(N)= 1 
for every pOfJi,tive integer N. 
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Proof. Let Uk(d) C Zg. By [6], theorem 2 we have 
A(Uk(d),N)=g-kN+f} with //}/<1. 
Hence 
On the other hand lemma 1 asserts o(N) > 1 and the theorem follows. 
Mrs. VAN AARDENNE-EHRENFEST [1] showed in a well-known paper 
that for every sequence (xn)~~ 1 of real numbers in the interval [0, 1) one 
has 
lim sup d(N) = oo. 
N __,. oo 
This result was sharpened by Roth [8], who proved that there exists a 
positive constant c, such that for every real sequence (xn)~~ 1 in [0, 1) one 
has 
d(N) > c Vlog N 
for an infinite number of integers N. 
We see from theorem 1 that the behaviour of o(N) is quite different 
from that of d(N). 
A well-known result for real sequences is the following lemma (see 
e.g. WEYL [10]). 
Lemma 2. Let (xn)~~ 1 be a sequence in [0, 1). Then (xn)~~I is uniformly 
distributed in [0, 1) if and only if 
d(N) = o(N) as N ___.,. oo. 
We now state a corresponding lemma for g-adic sequences. For the proof 
we refer to [5], p. 48. 
Lemma 3. A sequence (xn)~~ 1 in Zu is uniformly distributed in Zg if 
and only if 
o(N) = o(N) as N ___.,. oo. 
The next theorem is a refinement of [6], theorem 3. 
Theorem 2. Let (xn)~~ 1 be a sequence in Zg, let a be a unit of Zu and b 
an arbitrary element of Zu. Then the discrepancies of the sequences (xn)~~ 1 
and ( axn +b)~~ 1 are equal. 
Proof. Let o1(N) and o2(N) stand for the discrepancy of respectively 
the sequence (xn)~~ 1 and the sequence (axn+b)~~I· 
Let first d be an arbitrary element of Zu and k a positive integer. In 
the proof of [6], theorem 3 we had: 
(1) A(Uk(d), N, (axn+b))=A(Uk(a-1d-a-1b), N, (xn)). 
Furthermore a-ld- a-lb E Zg. From this we derive 
(2) 
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Let now c be an arbitrary element of Zg, then b + ao E Zg. Substituting 
d=b+ao in (1) we get: 
A(Uk(b+ac), N, (axn+b))=A(Uk(c), N, (xn)). 
Hence 
(3) 
so that the theorem follows from (2) and (3). 
3. The mapping rpg 
Definition 2. Let the g-adic expansion of an arbitrary g-adic integer 
a be given by 
The function rp'g, mapping Zg onto the real segment [0, 1], is defined by 
00 
rp'g(a) = 2 aig-t-1. 
i=O 
Moreover, the function rpg, mapping Zu onto the real interval [0, 1) is defined 
by 
rpg(a) = {rp' u(a)}, 
where {rp'g(a)} denotes the fractional part of the real number rp'g(a). 
If there is no risk of confusion we shall write rp' and rp instead of rp' u 
and rpg. 
Obviously, the functions rp' and rp are identical, except that the latter 
identifies the images 0 and 1. In the p-adic case the function rp' has been 
introduced and investigated by MoNNA (see [7]). 
Let k be a fixed positive integer and consider the set of g-adic integers 
0, 1, 2, ... , gk-1. Any element of this set, say j, can be written as 
j =ao+a1g+ ... +ak-lgk-1 
where the coefficients ao, a1, ... , ak-l are taken from the set 0, 1, 2, ... , g-1. 
By definition 
and therefore 
rp' (j) = hg-k 
for some integer h with 0 < h < gk- l. The integer h depends, of course, 
on the integer j and different j's lead to different h's. In other words, 
the sequence 
rp'(O), rp'(1), ... , rp'(gk-1) 
is a permutation of the sequence 
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A k-neighbourhood U k(j), 0 < j < gk- 1, consists of all elements a of the 
form 
00 
a=j + L aigi, where atE {0, 1, ... , g-1}. 
i=k 
Hence, by definition 3, rp' maps the k-neighbourhood U k(j) onto the real 
closed interval 
[rp'(j), rp'(j) + g-k] = [hg-k, (h + 1 )g-k] 
for a suitable integer h with 0 < h < gk- 1. 
Then the set of intervals [ rp' (j), rp' (j) + g-k], j = 0, 1, ... , gk- 1, is a permu-
tation of the set of intervals [hg-k, (h+1)g-k], h=O, 1, ... ,gk-1, and we 
get 
Lemma 4. Let k be a positive integer. To each interval u= [hg-k, 
(h + 1)g-k], with h E {0, 1, ... , gk -1 }, there exists exactly one k-neighbourhood 
Uk(j), with jE{O, 1, ... ,gk-1}, such that 
rp'( u k(j)) = u. 
We remark that the mapping rp' is a surjection but not an injection. 
Real points of the form hg-k, k = 1, 2, ... h = 1, 2, ... , gk- 1 are the image 
of two different points in Zg, viz. 
a=ao+a1 g+ ... +ak-1 gk-1, ak-1 # 0, O<ai<g-1, i= 0, 1, ... , k-1 
and 
a' =ao+a1 g+ ... + (ak-1 -1)gk-1 + (g-1)gk + (g-1)gk+l + .... 
Obviously, a and a' belong to different k-neighbourhoods. 
On the other hand, if h, j2 E {0, 1, ... , gk-1} and h#j2, then lemma 4 
implies that the intersection of the intervals u1 = rp' ( U k(j1)) and u2 = 
= rp' ( U k(j2)) consists of at most one end point. Therefore we can state: 
Lemma 5. Let k be a positive integer and j E {0, 1, 2, ... , gk-1}. The 
complete inverse under rp' of the open interval 
( rp' (j)' rp' (j) + g-k) 
is entirely contained in U k(j). 
The complete inverse under rp' of the end point hg-k, h= 1, 2, ... , gk-1, 
is contained in the union of two k-neighbourhoods of the form Uk(j). 
Moreover, since 
we have 
Lemma 6. The mapping rp and the mapping rp' are both measure-
preserving. 
Now we state the main theorem of this paper. 
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Theorem 3. Let (xn)~_ 1 be a sequence in Zu and let d(N) denote its 
discrepancy. Let d(N) denote the discrepancy of the real sequence (cpg(xn))~- 1 • 
Then one has 
( 2(g-1) N ) b(N)<d(N)<b(N) 2 + log g log b(N) · 
It is easy to see from the above theorem that b(N) = o(N) as N -+ oo 
implies d(N) = o(N) as N-+ oo and conversely. Using lemma 2 and lemma 3 
we therefore get 
Theorem 4. The sequence (xn)~_ 1 of g-adic integers is uniformly dis-
tributed in Zu if and only if the real sequence (cpg(xn))~-t is uniformly dis-
tributed in [0, 1). 
Remark 2. The last theorem has already been given by Cugiani for 
the special case that g is a prime. 
Remark 3. Theorem 3 is slightly stronger than the corresponding 
theorem 4.2 in our thesis [5]. 
Proof of theorem 3. We only prove here the second inequality of 
the theorem. For the simple proof of the first inequality we refer to [5], 
pp. 55, 56. 
Let [IX, {J) be an arbitrary right open, left closed interval in [0, 1). 
Divide [0, 1] into subsegments [hg-1, (h+ 1)g-1], h=O, 1, ... , g-1, and 
suppose that exactly s1 of these subsegments are entirely contained in 
[IX, {J). Then 
The union of these s1 subsegments is called 01 (01 stands for the empty 
set if s1 = 0). We now define by induction a sequence of non-decreasing 
closed intervals 
as follows. If the Ot with i= 1, ... , k-1 have already been defined, then 
divide the closure of [0, 1]\0k-1 into subsegments [hg-k, (h+ 1)g-k] with 
integral h. Let exactly Sk of these subsegments be entirely contained in 
[IX, {J), then ok is defined as the union of these Sk subsegments and Ok-1• 
Since the interval [IX, {J) is right open we have 
pDk < {J -IX. 
If s1=g-1, then necessarily [1X,{J)=[O,(g-1)g-1). Therefore 
(4.a) (k= 2, 3, ... ). 
Otherwise we have 
(4.b) (k= 2, 3, ... ). 
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Furthermore we define for each positive integer k a set Ok ':) [ lX, {3) as 
follows. Suppose lX * 0. Let t be the greatest integer such that tg-k < lX 
(t;;;;.O) and let t' be the smallest integer with t'g-k;;;;-{3 (t' .;;;;,gk). Then we 
define 
Since tg-k < lX it follows 
In the case lX = 0 we define t' as above and Ok by 
Ok= [o, t'g-k) v ((gk-l)g-k, 1). 
Obviously 
{3-lX<P,Ok if [~X, {3)* [0, 1). 
Now the Ok and Ok are constructed in such a way that 
and 
(5) 
The closure of Ok \ Ok consists of at most two subsegments of the form 
[kg-k, (h+ l)g-k). Therefore 
(6) O.;;;;,p,Ok-p,Ok.;;;;,2g-k. 
Let for a moment k be fiixed, k;;;;. l, and put 
Then Ok and the closure of Ok consist of respectively 8 and 8' subsegments 
u<a> of the form 
Obviously 
(7) 
u(<r) = [hag-ia, (ha+ 1)g-ia], (J= 1, 2, ... , 8, •.• , 8 1 • 
By lemma 4, for each u<a>, there exists exactly one ia-neighbourhood U<a> 
such that tp' maps U<a> onto u<a>. Therefore q/ maps 
• u u(a) 
a=l 
into [~X, {3). Since l ¢[~X, {3), the same assertion holds for tp. Hence 
• (S.a) ! .A( Uta>, N, (xn)) < .A([lX, {3), N, (tp(Xn))). 
<1=1 
On the other hand, by lemma 5, the complete inverse under tp' of the 
interior of a subsegment u<a> (1 <,a<,8') is contained in the corresponding 
u<a>. Let b be an end point of u(a) and let b E [!X, {3). Suppose first b * 0. 
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Then, by the construction of Ok, b belongs to the interior of Ok. Therefore 
b is a boundary point of two different subsegments u<"1l and u<"2l both 
belonging to the closure of Ok. Then the complete inverse under rp' of b 
is contained in 
s' 
u<a1) u u<a2) c u u<a>. 
a=1 
Obviously, the same holds for the mapping rp. Suppose now b = 0. Evi-
dently <X= 0 and then, by the construction of ok, 0 E ok and 1 E ok. Then 
the complete inverse under rp' of {0} u {1} is contained in the union of 
two neighbourhoods 
s' 
u<a1) u u<a2) c u u<a>. 
a=1 
Therefore also the complete inverse under rp of b = 0 is contained in the 
union of these two neighbourhoods. Hence, 
s' (8.b} A([<X, {3}, N, (rp(xn))) < ~ A(U<">, N, (xn)). 
<1=1 
From the definition of b(N) we derive 
Moreover, since f-l is measure-preserving (lemma 6), 
8 
(10.a) ~ f-tu<a> = f-tOk 
<1=1 
and 
•' ( lO.b} ~ f-tU<">=f-tOk. 
a=1 
Combining (8.a), (9) and (10.a) we get 
(11.a) A([<X, {3), N, (rp(xn))) > N f-tOk -sb(N) > N 11Dk-s'b(N). 
Similarly from (8.b), (9) and (10.b) 
(11.b) 
If [<X, {3) "qo, 1) we get by (1l.a), (11.b) and (5) 
(12) JA([<X, {3), N, (rp(xn)))-({3-,x)NJ<N(f-tOk-f-tOk)+s'b(N). 
Obviously the relation (12) still holds if [<X, {3) = [0, 1). 
We now derive an estimation for s'. We distinguish three cases. 
a. If O<;s1<;g-2 then we get by (7) and (4.b) 
s' <;s+2=sl +s2+ ... +sk<g- 2 + 2(k-1)(g-1) + 2 <;2k(g-1). 
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b. If s1=g-1, k-:;.2, then we get by (7) and (4.a) 
s' .;;;;s+ 2,;;;;;;k(g-1) +2 < 2k(g-1). 
c. Finally let 81 = g- 1, k = l. Since k = 1, we trivially have 
s' .;;;g.;;; 2k(g-1). 
Hence in all three cases we have 
(13) s' ,;;;;;;2k(g-1). 
Then it follows from (12), (6) and (13) 
IA([1X, {3), N, (~F(xn)))- ({3- 1X)NI < 2g-k N + 2k(g-1)b(N). 
The right-hand member is independent of [1X, {3), hence for any positive 
integer k we find 
(14) d(N) < 2g-k N + 2k(g- ~ )b(N). 
It is clear that this inequality still holds for k = 0. We choose 
k = (log g)-1 log !5(~) + {}, 
where {} is taken in ( -1, 0] such that k is an integer. Obviously k > 0. 
Substituting this value for k in (14) we get 
( 2(g-1) N ) d(N) < b(N) f({}) + log g log b(N) , 
where 
/({}) = 2g-6 + 2{}(g-1). 
Since f is a convex function of {} we have 
f({}),;;;;;; max (f(-1), /(0))=2, 
which proves the second inequality of theorem 3. 
4. The Van der Corput sequence 
Let (n):;"= 1 be the sequence of positive integers, considered as a sequence 
in Zu. In theorem 1 we proved that b( N) = 1, for all N. Therefore, by 
theorem 3, we have the following inequality for the discrepancy d(N) 
of the sequence (~Fu(n)):;"= 1 in [0, 1): 
(15) d(N)<2 + 2(g- 1) log N. log g 
The real sequence (~Fu(n)):;"= 1 is well-known in the theory of uniform distri-
bution on [0, 1 ). It is called a Van der Corput sequence, since in the special 
case g=2 our sequence is identical with one studied by J. G. VANDER 
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CoRPUT [2], p. 1062. He investigated the discrepancy of this sequence 
(<pz(n))~~ 1 in a direct way and proved 
2 
d(N)<2 +log 2 log N 
which gives the same upper bound as formula {15) for g=2. This dis-
crepancy is very small. In fact, no infinite real sequence with a smaller 
discrepancy is known. 
Moreover, we mention here that for the original Van der Corput sequence 
(g = 2) one has 
d(N)>c log N 
for a suitably chosen infinite sequence of integers N and for some positive 
constant c ([9], p. 41-44). This shows that in {15) and (16) the factor log N 
cannot be replaced by a quantity which essentially is of a lower order 
?f magnitude. In a way the same remark holds for the factor log b(~) 
m theorem 3. 
Finally we remark that HALTON [ 4] has given a multidimensional 
generalization of the Van der Corput sequence. To this subject we shall 
turn our attention in the next section. 
5. g-adic sequences in several dimensions 
In this section we give a survey of a generalization of our theory to 
g-adic sequences in several dimensions. For a more detailed discussion 
we refer to [5], chapter V. 
Let G be an ordered r-tuple of integers, (r> 1), 
We denote by Za the direct product of the rings Zg, e= 1, 2, ... , r, i.e. 
e 
Za=Zg xZg x ... xZg. 1 2 T 
Let K be an ordered r-tuple of non-negative integers, K = {h, k2, ... , kr) 
and D E Za, D = (d1, dz, ... , dr). Then we call the set 
the K-neighbourhood of D; notation UK(D). 
We denote the Haar measure on Za by f-l and norm it by the condition 
f-lZa= l. 
Then we get easily 
r 
f-lUK(D) =IT ge-ke. 
e=l 
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Definition 3. Let (Xn):=l be a sequence in Za. If for each UK(D) in 
Za one has 
lim N-IA(UK(D), N)=pBK(D), 
N->oo 
then the sequence is called uniformly distributed in Za. 
Definition 4. Let (Xn):=l be a sequence in Za. We define the dis-
crepancy b(N) of (Xn):=l in Za by 
b(N)= sup IA(UK(D), N)-N,uUK(D)i, (N=l, 2, ... ) 
where the supremum is taken over all neighbourhoods U K(D) in Za. 
In quite a similar way as in the one-dimensional case (lemma l) one 
proves 
b(N);;;;. l, for all positive integers N. 
We also can prove 
Lemma 7. The sequence (Xn):=l in Za is uniformly distributed in 
Za, if and only if 
b(N) = o(N) as N --+ oo. 
We now state the corresponding notions for real sequences. We denote 
by Jr the r-dimensional real cube, (r> 1), consisting of all ordered r-tuples 
(x1 , X2, ••• , x,) of real numbers with O.;;;;x11 < 1, e= 1, 2, ... , r. 
In Jr we consider sets of the form 
r 
B = IT [<Xe, f3e) 
!!=1 
with O.;;;;<X11 <{311 < l, e= l, 2, ... , r. Such sets are called bricks. 
Definition 5. The sequence (Xn):=l in Jr is called uniformly dis-
tributed in Jr if 
lim N-1A(B, N)=,uB 
N-..oo 
for every brick B in Jr. 
Definition 6. The discrepancy d(N) of a sequence (Xn):=l in Jr is 
defined by 
d(N)= sup iA(B, N)-,uBI, N=1,2, ... , 
where the supremum is taken over all bricks B in Jr. 
Lemma 8. The sequence (Xn):=l in Jr is uniformly distributed in Jr, 
if and only if 
d(N) = o(N) as N --+ oo. 
Definition 7. Let G=(g1,g2, ... ,g,) be an ordered r-tuple of integers, 
g11 ;;;;.2, e= l, 2, ... , r. The mapping cpa from Za onto Jr is defined by 
cpa(A) = (cpg1(at), cpg2(a2), ... , cpgr(a,)), 
where A= (at, a2, ••• ,a,) E Za. 
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We now can prove by a generalization of the method used for the proof 
of theorem 3 (see [5], pp. 61-66; since theorem 3 was stronger than the 
corresponding theorem 4.2 of the thesis, we also can give here a sharper 
result). 
Theorem 5. Let G=(gl, g2, ... , gr) be an ordered r-tuple of integers 
gg > 2, e = 1, 2, ... , r and let (Xn)~~ 1 be a sequence in ZG. If b(N) denotes 
the discrepancy of (Xn)~~ 1 in ZG and d(N) the discrepancy of (tpG(Xn))~~ 1 
in Jr, then one has 
( • ( N )r r 2g - 2) 2-r b(N) <,d(N) < b(N) 2 L ge + log -"(N) II -1 _e - . e~l u e~l og gg 
Theorem 5, lemma 7 and lemma 8 yield then 
Theorem 6. Let ZG be a direct product of r g-adic rings of integers. 
A sequence (Xn)~~ 1 in ZG is uniformly distributed in ZG, if and only if 
(tpG(Xn))~~ 1 is uniformly distributed in Jr. 
As an example we consider the special sequence (Xn)~~ 1 in ZG, for which 
Xn = (n, n, ... , n), n= 1, 2, .... We restrict ourselves to the case that the 
integers g1, g2, ... , gr are pairwise relatively prime. In this case one can 
prove that for the discrepancy of the sequence (Xn)~~ 1 it holds 
b(N)=1 for N=1, 2, 3, .... 
Evidently the sequence (Xn)~~ 1 is uniformly distributed in ZG.1VIoreover, 
by theorem 5, one has for the discrepancy d(N) of the sequence (tpG(Xn))~=l 
in Jr 
(16) r r 2g -2 d(N)<2 L ge+(log N)r II -1 _e -. 
e=l e=l og gg 
We shall call the sequence (tpG(Xn))~=l a multidimensional Vander Corput 
sequence. Obviously it is uniformly distributed in Jr. The discrepancy 
of this sequence has earlier been estimated by Halton [4]. He obtained 




B =II [O,aQ] where O<.ae<1, e=1,2, ... ,r, Q=l 
• 3g -2 
IA(B,N)-N,uBI<(log N)r II -1-e- if N>max ge. 
e=l og ge e 
If N is sufficiently large (16) gives a lower upper bound than (17). 
We remark that in the case that the integers g1, g2, ... , gr are not pair-
wise relatively prime, then the sequence (Xn)~=l in ZG and hence the 
sequence (tpG(Xn))~=l in Jr are not uniformly distributed. For details see 
[5], pp. 67-70. 
5 Series A 
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